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It's been a while, but having an alumni newsletter is actually not a new idea. O.R. News was published occasionally up until
June 1977. For a variety of reasons it languished over the next 17 years. The O.R. Department's plan is to publish it once
each year from now on.
A lot has happened since the last issue. Department chairmanship has rotated from Mike Sovereign to Kneale Marshall to Al
Washburn to Peter Purdue. Some faculty have retired or left, and others have been hired. The department has moved twice,
most recently to a new building. The structure of the OA curriculum has changed, and there is a new OL curriculum. So
there are now two OR curricula (OA and OL) whose graduates get the MS/OR degree. Read all about it in this newsletter.
We would like to hear from you. In fact, the uncertainties about our mailing list are such that we must hear from you if you
want to continue getting this newsletter, so please respond by E-mail (see Internet article) and/or by returning the attached
questionnaire (paper copy recipients only). Our next mailing list will start with the responses to this one.
Return to Table of Contents
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Curricular Corner
Greetings from Monterey to all you OR alumni and friends. It is my pleasure to provide some current information to you
about the Operations Analysis and Operational Logistics curricula.
I have been the curricular officer for about a year, after arriving at NPS in December 1993 from the Naval War College. It
certainly was a pleasant surprise to be getting orders back to the Monterey peninsula. It also was nice to see a lot of familiar
friendly faces still associated with the OR Department.
It was interesting to see how things had changed at NPS and within the OR department since I had graduated. The most
notable change was the physical location of the OR office spaces and classrooms. We are now located in Glasgow Hall. The
facilities have really improved for the students and staff. Past alumni remember being tied to the mainframe computer in
Ingersol Hall during most of their studies. Now the students rely upon stand-alone computer systems, LANs, MAC Labs, or
the Learning Resource Centers (LRCs), in addition to the mainframe, for conducting analysis. Most students own a PC, but
a good calculator is still not obsolete.
The curriculum office, code 30, is responsible for supervising and managing the curriculum for both U.S. and international
officers, from various services. The total enrollment of students in code 30 ranges from about 175 to a little over 200. The
current totals on board include the following:
Operations Analysis (360)
  USN - 73
  USMC - 19
  USA - 20
  USAF -  1
  INTL -       20
     TOTAL     133
Operational Logistics (361)
  USN - 30
  USA -  1
     TOTAL 31
The figure shows the trend for admissions to Operations Research curricula at NPS. Despite the downsizing we have seen in
recent years, the demand for operations analysts and operational logisticians has remained high.
Code 30 is also responsible for 19 students in the Applied Mathematics Curriculum, so the total number currently on board
is 183. Included in these numbers are two OR Ph.D. candidates/students, one each from the Army and Air Force.
To help support all the students, the curriculum office has the help of Ms. Lisa Puzon, the education technician, and Mr. Bill
Perry, the code 30 secretary. The OA and OL curricula each have an Academic Associate to assist in curriculum
development and student counseling. The OA Academic Associate is Prof. Glenn Lindsay, who recently replaced retired
Emeritus Prof. Jim Esary. The OL Academic Associate is Prof. Dave Schrady. The curriculum/subspecialty sponsors for
code 30 are:
OA - Director, Resource Appraisal Division, N-81, RADM D. Oliver
OL - DCNO, Logistics, N-4, VADM W. Earner
Our strategic vision for the curriculum is focused on joint warfighting and multinational operations. We are always looking
for ways to improve the curriculum and continue to be progressive in our approach to military Operations Research and its
unique challenges. If you have some ideas, suggestions or are willing to sponsor an experience tour student let us know and
we will make it happen. The very best to you all and we appreciate your continued support.
V/R
Doug Grau
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OA SPONSOR'S MESSAGE
No matter when you graduated from the Operations Analysis curriculum at the Naval Postgraduate School, you were
sponsored by the Systems Analysis Division (OP-96), its successor the Appraisal Division (OP-91) or (OP-81), or its
successor the Assessment Division (N81). We have gone from the limelight of the 60s and 70s to the relative lows of the
80s, and now we are again seeing new, invigorating life in the 90s. Although we are not necessarily going "Back to the
Future", analysts are continually providing senior decision-makers incisive alternatives, so they can make informed
decisions. Not only is the senior leadership of the Department of the Navy dependent on presentations of fully developed
options, but in this "rightsizing" environment, the call for analytical rigor is louder than ever.
I am absolutely delighted to tell you how proud I am of the contributions you, as Naval Postgraduate School Operations
Research graduates, are making in our Navy, our government and our nation. Keep up the great work!
RADM Daniel T. Oliver
Director, Assessment Division
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New Operational Logistics Curriculum
Amateurs discuss strategy,
professionals study logistics.
In 1985 VADM Tom Hughes, NPS OR 1962, was DCNO Logistics, and issued an OPNAV Instruction defining Navy
Logistics as consisting of three parts: Acquisition Logistics, In-Service Support Logistics, and Operational Logistics. He saw
Acquisition Logistics as the domain of the Material Professional community that had been created by then Secretary of the
Navy John Lehman. He saw In-Service Support as the shipyards, aircraft rework facilities and the supply system with their
ED, AED, and Supply Corps professionals. When he looked at Operational Logistics, he saw no one with clear
responsibility and determined that Operational Logistics should be the domain of the Navy's operators, the URL. To make
this happen, he created the xx43 subspecialty in Operational Logistics for the URL. To support his new subspecialty, he
established and sponsored the OL curriculum.
The OL curriculum is a variant of the Operations Analysis curriculum with all of the OA core courses, a track of courses in
operational Navy logistics and Joint Logistics, an operational logistics seminar program, and tailoring of the experience tour
and thesis to operational logistics. Upon successful completion of the program, the officer students receive an M.S. degree in
Operations Research and designation as an xx43P subspecialist. The OL curriculum/subspecialty sponsor is the DCNO
Logistics, N4. Since its inception, the curriculum has enjoyed the interest and vigorous support of, successively, VADM
Tom Hughes, ADM Stanley Arthur, VADM Stephen Loftus and, now, VADM William Earner.
The curriculum convenes once annually in October. Initial inputs were on the order of five officers each year, but this has
grown over time to approximately fifteen inputs each year. Students have included officers from the 1100, 1110, 1120,
1140, 1310, and 1320 communities, with almost 60% from the Surface Warfare community. The curriculum's initial Army
officer student will graduate in September 1995. The curriculum is moving toward seeking inputs from all Services. The
xx43 P and Q subspecialty billet base includes assignments for O-4, O-5, and O-6 officers in the Joint Staff, OPNAV, the
staffs of CINCLANT, CINCPAC, USACOM, USCINCEUR, SACLANT, CINCNAVEUR, TRANSCOM, PACLFT, the
majority of the CRUDESGRUs and CARGRUs, 7th Fleet, and others.
During a curriculum review, a Lieutenant student told the Vice Admiral sponsor that "Operational Logistics was Operations
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Analysis with a purpose"!
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NEW DIGS
For a long time the OR Department and the OA curricular office were located in Ingersol Hall. In about 1981 we moved to
Root Hall, where the rooms were bigger but the roof leaked. Now we have moved to Glasgow Hall, a brand new building
dedicated in 1992 to Roy Glasgow, the first NPS Provost. We occupy essentially all of the second floor, with the Math and
National Security Affairs Departments being located on the third floor. The first floor and basement are classrooms and
study areas. We like it here. The building itself is not luxurious, but it came with a new Human Systems Integration Lab
(HSIL) and lots of computer equipment that, at least for the moment, has put us close to the technological cutting edge (a
room full of TAC3 workstations, for example - see article on computing). Glasgow is located just North of the library, right
next to the firehouse. Come on by and see it sometime.
Return to Table of Contents
BRAC Matters
The 1995 round of Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC95) is the last for the foreseeable future and every military
installation within the United States is under review. Could you picture the Department of Defense without the Naval
Academy, West Point, and the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)? All three are options, however unlikely, for BRAC95.
Could NPS close? Not according to the Navy's senior leadership.
Admiral J. Boorda, Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) writes to the Secretary of the Navy (ser 00/4U500239 on 04 October
1994): "The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) Board of Advisors' report is forwarded for approval. I had the opportunity to
observe a portion of their deliberations and found the Board to be well aware of the current fiscal situation Navy faces, yet
unanimously committed to providing maximum support to NPS. ... To conclude, I strongly support Naval Postgraduate
Education. NPS fulfills a crucial mission for Navy. The Board is to be commended for its continued support."
The CNO also writes (ser 00/4U500182 on 27 July 1994): "I reaffirm the investment in graduate education of selected
officers to be a strategic requirement for Navy." The CNO's enclosure on graduate education policy states: "The Naval
Postgraduate School will remain Navy's primary source of fully-funded graduate education."
These statements and many like them from senior military and civilian leaders speak highly of NPS and cast doubt that
closure would be in the best interest of the Navy. A wealth of additional data exists. NPS has so far produced about a cubic
foot of responses to BRAC95 data calls. The bottom line: for the quality education provided, no civilian university is as cost
effective as NPS.
Return to Table of Contents
BRAC and Math Programming
Any base closure affecting 300 or more civilian employees or any realignment eliminating more than 1,000 or 50% of the
base's civilian employees must follow a legislated process, Title XXIX of Public Law 101-510 (the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991) as amended. This act established an independent Defense Base Closure and
Realignment Commission and set in motion a base closure and realignment (BRAC) decision making process that was
executed in 1991 and 1993 and will happen again in 1995. The Commission reviews Secretary of Defense recommendations
for realignment and closure within the U.S. The President must accept or reject the Commission's recommendations in its
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entirety. The President's decision becomes final unless Congress votes within 45 days to overturn it. The Commission's 1991
and 1993 recommendations were accepted by Presidents Bush and Clinton, respectively, and neither was overturned. Ft. Ord
has been closed by this process, the Defense Language Institute was seriously considered for realignment in 1993, and both
the DLI and NPS are still at risk in 1995 (see related "BRAC Matters" article).
The Navy used an integer linear program to help determine its 1993 recommendations to the Secretary of Defense. The
model in NPS standard format follows. (See Department of the Navy, March 1993, Department of the Navy: BRAC 93
Analytical Approach, for more details.)
Indices:
i unit (i = 1,2, ..., m),
j base (j = 1,2,..., n),
k resource.
Data:
 capacity of base j,
 the amount of resource k required by unit i,
 the amount of resource k available at base j,
 the difference between base j's military value and the average military value (i.e.,  implies less than
average military value and  implies greater than average military value).
Binary Variables:
 = 1 if base j is open and 0 otherwise.
 = 1 if unit i is assigned to base j and 0 otherwise.
Formulation:
subject to the constraints:
The objective (1) seeks to minimize total capacity. Constraint (2) ensures each unit is assigned to one base. Constraint (3)
ensures resource limitations are not exceeded. Constraint (4) ensures all bases that remain open have an average military
value at least as high as the average military value before any closures.
Data for this model were obtained from a series of data calls to bases. In the case of military value, subjective weights were
also employed to reduce many aspects of military value to a single number for each base.
Math programming has been used by other services as well. Since 1991, The Army Basing Study and The Army Base
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Realignment and Closure Office have sponsored research by Professors Dell, Parry and Rosenthal and thesis work by
Captains Free (1994 graduate) and Gillman (1993 graduate) and Majors Singleton (1991 graduate) and Tarantino (1992
graduate). Two optimization models have been delivered and used. One is OSUB, Optimally Stationing Units to Bases.
OSUB makes the same decisions as the model presented above but has significant additional detail. OSUB considers
movement cost, construction possibilities, a number of realistic resource constraints, and multiple objectives. The
consideration of multiple objectives allows a cost versus military value tradeoff to be determined. The other model helps
determine when BRAC actions for specific bases should occur to maximize net present value without exceeding budget
limitations.
Return to Table of Contents
COMIX PAGE
The cartoons on this page were drawn by Gus Stafford (RATMAN) over the period 1984-1986 while he was in the OA
curriculum. As RATMAN says, "You have to be able to laugh at yourself ... otherwise you'll find a multitude of people willing
to do it for you." COMIX-A, COMIX-B, COMIX-C, COMIX-D
Return to Table of Contents
RESEARCH NOTES
It would take quite a while to bring a dedicated reader up to date on the research activities of the department. It seems wiser
to present a sampler of some of our more visible activities of the past year or two. We hope that this will be interesting and
we regret the omission of a number of important works. Students have played an important role in most of these projects,
but for brevity, these notes are organized around the coordinating faculty.
Professors Brown, Bradley, and Washburn have been developing computational models of sorties with air-dropped
conventional munitions. The research seeks to provide quick response decision support for theater level logistics planning
and stockpiling. This work was used in the munitions planning for Operation Desert Storm and has been continuing since
then.
The achievement of aggregate damage as a result of multiple weapons hits is a fundamental aspect of strike planning.
Professor Esary has been treating problems in this area for about four years. His results are of interest to the Joint Technical
Coordinating Committee for Munitions Effectiveness.
The works of Professors Bailey and Whitaker have been used to set ammunition stockpile maintenance actions. The models
treat reliability issues and can be used further to link system performance to mission effectiveness and readiness.
For a number of years Professor Read has been assisting NUWES in the calibration of their three dimensional test ranges for
qualifying torpedoes for the fleet. A number of his recommendations have been implemented at the Nanoose Range.
Professors Dell, Parry, and Rosenthal have been modeling various aspects of issues that appear in the base closure and
realignment projects of the office of Chief of Staff of the Army. (See related "BRAC and Math Programming" article.)
A number of faculty have been called upon to treat issues relating to the recruiting of personnel. Professors
Lawphongpanich, Sohn, and Halwachs have been working on the territorial realignment of recruiting districts. Professor
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Milch has been involved with the forecasting of DEP (delayed entry program) losses.
Professor Hughes has been evaluating the military worth of a contemporary warship's ability to continue fighting after
taking one or more hits, which is its "staying power." In missile combat the two most important advantages a force can have
are: i) first detection and targeting so that all threats can be put out of action before they can reply, and ii) survivability
through defense in depth.
Professor Schrady has developed a battle group/force logistics support system for planning, tracking, and predicting the use
and replenishment of fuels and ordnance and answering the question of sustainability. A prototype PC-based system was
used in a number of Second Fleet exercises and Commander Second Fleet said it allowed him to "aggressively pursue
tactical logistics." Third Fleet requested that this system become a part of the Navy Tactical Command System-Afloat, and
the DTC2 and TAC3 versions, called TACLOGS, have just been successfully submitted to NTCS-A/ JMCIS.
Professor Halwachs has been involved in the development of a computerized survey/enrollment system for the Department
of Defense, Health Affairs to determine the patterns of probable use of the military's health service network. This data was
used to allocate the $17 billion FY95 DoD Military Health Services budget to the individual services. The system utilizes a
single 800 number where 96 simultaneous surveys can be processed by four 80486 computers using touch tone or voice
recognition. During FY94 over 400,000 survey responses were collected by this system which was recently recognized by
Government Executive magazine as a Federal Leadership Award recipient.
Study of NATO's international network numbering and routing scheme has been undertaken by Professors Bailey, Kemple,
and Sovereign. An object-oriented simulation model has been developed. It simulates communication systems using the
STANAG 4214 protocol and is used to study problems of system overload and failure to complete calls.
Return to Table of Contents
Computers and Computing
Computers and computing are an increasingly important part of the practice of operations research. Two major changes in
technology - the movement from mainframe computers to personal computers and the expanded use of high level
specialized software - are reflected in the OR curricula.
Glasgow Hall has a lab with 27 Intel 486 PC's on a Novell network. The pioneering department PC lab, developed in Root
Hall, was upgraded and is now maintained by Computer Center staff. Virtually all the computing in the curriculum is done
on PC's (in the lab or at home) or on the Hewlett-Packard UNIX computers in the TAC3 workstation lab in Glasgow.
The availability of high quality personal productivity tools on PC's is one of the main reasons for their extensive use. The 6-
week OA computational refresher introduces/reviews DOS, Windows, WordPerfect, E-mail and an integrated programming
environment (editor, compiler, debugger). In the two computational methods courses, FORTRAN and APL have been
replaced by Pascal. Pascal was chosen because of its widespread use, good textbooks, and inexpensive software with a
development environment (we use the Borland Integrated Development Environment). Pascal is also a good base for more
sophisticated languages like C and ADA. The first quarter course, OA2200, is structured programming in Pascal with
emphasis on numerical computation. The second quarter course, OA3200, is advanced topics that are relevant to OA:
pointers, linked lists, abstract data types and object oriented programming. The course also includes an introduction to the
analysis of algorithms and computational complexity. All work is done on PC's.
The software revolution has impacted all the other courses; the use of high level specialized packages has replaced
programming projects in almost all courses. The simulation course is now taught using MODSIM, an object oriented
simulation language. Mike Bailey and his students have used MODSIM to create a toolkit called the NPS Platform
Foundation, which comes with built-in animation on a situation map, distributed interactive simulation (DIS) control,
weapon and sensor management, damage model, and tactical maneuver library. The platforms, sensors, and weapons are all
reconfigurable using MODSIM, so they can execute any tactical process the analyst can describe.
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The linear programming course uses the optimization modeling language, LINDO, that allows the modeling and solution of
linear programs without programming. The nonlinear programming course uses a more sophisticated optimization modeling
language, GAMS. The statistics and data analysis courses use S+. All these programs run on PC's and/or workstations.
These are industrial strength packages that run in the labs; they have price tags beyond most student software budgets, but in
most cases, inexpensive student versions are also available. The mathematics department uses the symbol computation
language, MAPLE, in all the calculus courses. The use of these packages has dramatically increased the amount and
sophistication of the work that is done in courses and theses. Many of the course projects are comparable to thesis research
done a decade ago with less powerful computational tools.
The NPS OR curricula have always contained more extensive computational content than civilian OR programs. The
computational interests of the faculty and the very significant support for equipment from curriculum and research sponsors
allow us to do real-world scale problems in class and in thesis research.
Return to Table of Contents
INTERNET?
This newsletter has gone to all of those graduates whose postal addresses we know of by conventional mail, but we are also
interested in laying the groundwork for using E-mail or other network tools in the future. We have set up a listserver, the
only function of which at the moment is to receive an E-mail message from you so we can assemble an electronic mailing
list. If you use E-mail, please send a message to
ornews@or.nps.navy.mil
with the subject line being exactly the E-mail address at which you would like to receive mail. The body should include your
full name, your social security number, the year of your first NPS degree, and anything else you want to say. If you are an
Internet user with access to gopher, you might try contacting the NPS gopher at
peacock.nps.navy.mil
Using Mosaic, the URL would be
gopher://peacock.nps.navy.mil
Is all this gibberish to you? Please let us know when you return the good old-fashioned paper questionnaire at the end of this
newsletter.
Return to Table of Contents
JOINTNESS
Jointness has arrived at the Naval Postgraduate School and the Operations Research Department. Based on a Congressional
initiative, the school is developing a program in Joint Warfare Analysis. Since the basic challenge facing the Department of
Defense is how to optimally structure and employ much reduced forces, the Operations Research Department has the kind of
tools to address that challenge and is deeply involved in the effort. Extending campus wide, this program has four phases, all
of which involve the OR Department.
The first goal is to introduce the problems of the joint warfare arena into the academic courses of the school to produce
graduates ready to address those questions when they return to the forces. In this area the OR department has revised several
courses to include material from the joint arena. Captain Wayne Hughes' Campaign Analysis course formerly studied
problems in the "Blue Water Navy" sphere. It now concentrates on the littoral environment, and includes case studies such
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as the role of modeling in the air campaign of Desert Storm. Similarly, the Problems in Naval Warfare course has been
updated to study such material as the use of Joint Mission Assessments (JMA's) in the Navy and Joint Warfare Capability
Assessments (JWCA's) on the Joint Staff. Perhaps the major effort in Department course development is the goal of
integrating the modeling, simulation and war gaming courses from the now separate Navy and Army tracks into a
coordinated joint program. Other courses throughout the Department are being studied for the introduction of joint material.
A second proposal in this joint warfare effort is the establishment of a Joint Warfare Analysis option in the Operations
Analysis curriculum. Working with the Curriculum sponsors, TRAC Leavenworth for the Army and N81 for the Navy, this
option would retain much of the current tracks, but would be more focused on the joint arena in the application area.
Problems in the joint arena would provide case studies and other course material, and the students would be encouraged to
complete a thesis in the joint warfare area.
The third portion of this program is the establishment of an Institute for Joint Warfare Analysis. This group will serve as the
focal point for both faculty and student research and curriculum development. To facilitate this research, certain focus issues
are being developed. These are problems which cross not only service lines, but also the boundaries of the academic
disciplines. For instance, a campus wide group has been studying the problem of Theater Ballistic Missile Defense, and the
effort has fostered theses in the Operations Research, Combat Systems, Joint C4I, and Space Operations curricula. Other
focus issues proposed are Information Warfare, Joint Logistics, Offensive Operations, and Expeditionary Warfare.
The Institute is also sponsoring research across the campus in the joint arena, and the OR department is prominent in its
participation. Professors Mike Bailey and Jim Taylor will be studying "Combat Model Evaluation for Decision Support in
Joint Warfare Analysis" under Institute sponsorship. Similarly, Professor Dave Schrady will be working in "Combat
Logistics Command and Control". In addition to research, the Institute will assist in course development, conduct of
seminars and workshops, publication of joint material, and serve as a center for visiting scholars working in the joint arena.
The final phase of this Joint Warfare Analysis effort is the possible establishment of a new curriculum in Joint Warfare
Analysis. This new program would focus heavily on the techniques of Operations Analysis, but would also study the
introduction of new technologies, command and control and, particularly, the new C2 equipment, and computers and their
ramifications, all in the context of the joint arena. This proposal is currently under study by the Navy Staff and has been
discussed with the Joint Staff.
The Joint Warfare Analysis Program is one of the most exciting and promising initiatives on campus in a long time and the
Operations Research Department is right in the middle of it. For more information concerning this effort, please contact the
Institute Director, Captain George Conner, USNR (ret.), (408-656-3306 or DSN 878-3306).
In a similar but unrelated effort, the Postgraduate School has been investigating ways that its graduates might qualify for
credit in Joint Professional Military Education while completing the PG School course. This effort is being directed by CDR
Mitch Brown USN (ret.) of the National Security Affairs Department and is first attempting to qualify certain NSA curricula
that already consider joint material. The second phase will be to develop the courses that will be required to qualify students
in other curricula across the campus in JPME. These will build upon Joint and Maritime Strategic Planning, the joint course
which is already required of all U.S. students attending the Postgraduate School. The OR Department is working with CDR
Brown to identify those areas in the OA and OL curricula which could be adjusted and augmented to satisfy JPME
requirements. More news of both of these initiatives will be provided as they develop.
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Personalities
If some significant event has happened in your life that you would like your classmates to know about, send it to the editor
(see below for address) and we’ll publish it in this section. The list below is composed of active duty graduates we know of
who have risen to flag rank or who currently have command of a ship, but future columns will be composed of whatever you
send us, Naval or not. If you’ve recently gotten an award, or gotten married, or retired and gone to work for XXX, tell your
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classmates. Be sure to include the year of your first NPS degree when you write.
VADM J. Scott Redd, OA, 78, Commander, Middle East Force
VADM Bob Spane, OA, 68, Commander, Naval Air Force U.S. Pacific Fleet
MG Joe Stewart, USMC, OA, 73, Commander, Marine Corps Logistics Bases
RADM Bob Amerault, OA, 72, Director, Operations Division, Office of Budget Reports, N82
RADM Bill Hancock, OA, 72, Director of Budget and Reports, N82
RADM Pat Tracey, OA, 80, Director for Manpower and Personnel, JCS J-1
CAPT Hugh Butt, OA, 76, COMPESRON 15
CAPT Dennis Dean, OA, 81, Commanding Officer, USS Chosin (CG-65)
CAPT Ron Route, OA, 76, Commanding Officer, USS Lake Erie (CG-70)
CAPT Gary Schnurrpusch, OA, 75, Commanding Officer, USS Bunker Hill (CG-52)
CDR Bruce Curry, OL, 89, Executive Officer, USS Vela Gulf (CG-72)
CDR Craig Turley, OL, 89, Commanding Officer, USS Harry W. Hill (DD-986)
CDR Jeff Weppler, OA, 89, Commanding Officer, USS Arleigh Burke (DDG-51)
LCDR Shawn Cali, OL, 91, Commanding Officer, USS Tempest (PC-2)
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To make comments, suggest future articles or services, update your address, provide personal news, or whatever, contact
ornews@or.nps.navy.mil.
